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C k (0) / C," 
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1. 

The results obtained In recent years with the CLRH pp" Cullldi-r mi 
muttlnartlcle distributions and rapidity correlations may 1r. tUv nc.tr 
future be or great help In understanding the mechanisms of multipart Ide 
production. If some established trends In multlpartlcle production phystits m:re 
confirmed fas short range correlations at steal 1 rapidity inturvciis, ovcr.ill 
dominance of long range correlations, positive forward-backward curre)at Inns), 
some new features of the data deserve now special attention. As fxamples, x* 
have the pseudorapld'ty cut multiplicity distributions and the universality of 
the negative binomial distribution. 

"here are recent analysis of data, In the framework of cluster 
models ' ' , In particular with negative binomial particle distributions ' . 
which successfully explain the above just mentioned features of the data. Mere, 
a different point of view Is taken. Starting directly from data, 1 try to 
extract what general conclusions can be drawn from the experimental results on 
rapidity cut particle distributions at/s=M6 CeV. 

In flg.1 are plotted the ratios fJf,, k = Z, >, ft> where f, denotes 
the k-th Mueller moment of the particle distribution In a rapidity Interval 
T- '?, *^I, as a function of ̂  . The Moments fV ( l?) can be computed from m e 
KHO moments c. 3<"n > / <n> and are the integrals over rapidtlrs or 
correlation functions C k l ^ | { 7i J k i • 

These moments are quantities more sensitive than the c i / s t(> details of 
particle distributions- All the ratios shown go to zero at small Verni tend to 
be constant at large values of Jf . As the ratios for k ̂  J strongly 
fluctuate due to errors» not <eich can be said In that case. 

What Is the meaning of the flattening of (presumably all) the ratios \/fy 
ia iff Increases ? 

if particles are produced from Independent sources (clusters) distributed 
along the rapidity axis, and If cuts In pseudorapldlty are approximately 
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équivalent, at least for large *J, to cuts In the number of sources q , then 

the aoMnts f. ( 0 ) • O for 1 sources and the moments f k For one 

source are related. 

t! . i £' 

{(?>/-f<f) 

(2) 

0 /rt-r^e 

sfe»»ff • 

Independent of J?, «here f, ( ^ ) « < n <^)> is the average multiplicity . The 

flattening of the ratios ffc ( f )/f, <"^ï, for large valus of p Is then 

strongly suggestive of emission from Independent sources. As # Is reduced, the 

number of Included clusters becomes small and the cuts In rapidity* eliminating 
ft) particles from Included clusters and leaving particles rrom outside clusters . 

no longer create Just end effects but affect cluster distributions. 

Concerning Eq.O), an Important remark can be made. ..et P^ ( n ) be the 

probability for producing n particles in a {• y , ty] Interval and suppose 

that It Is possible t<* «rite 9 In) as a function of n and <"<•?)> ' 

P(n) » fC», <»<?>>) (*) 

? 7 
A» Cq.(3) tells us that if {h ( 9 ) ^ is known, all the f k can be constructed 

In a «ay independent of *?, It follows that 

I.e., the form of the functional dependence of *r on n and Ot { 7 f> 
becomes Independent of ? • ? 

If, In gênerait one has emission from q Independent sources, Eq.(?), and 

Eqs.lM and (5) are true, then 

«here the sum is over permutations of the n. ̂ 0 with <T. , n, r n, and 

*fls the one source (or q source > particle distribution function. 

The question one may ask now Is the following. Which distribution of a 

single source generates a distribution of q > 1 Independent sources whlrh 

sttll has the same functional dependence on n and < n > as the original 

distribution, Eq.(6> ? The famous negative binomial distribution ts a 

distribution that rigorously satisfies (6). Thr. fact that experimental rapidity 

cut distributions satisfy the negative binomial distribution Is then anutlier 

Indlc.it.ion for Independent emission from sources or clusters. 

It la easily shown that the negative blnomidl distribution, 

n ^ O satisfies (6). In fact, 

N Vr 

'b + */«t I+J»4 \f—-ft--.).'",/ '"(k-OOf! 
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Using no* the Identity» 

and coaparlng terms of order zn one immediately obtains, 

and, with the Identification 

<"»1> = Q n (9) 
as It should, and 

K = «)". , <10) 
the negative binomial distribution again. Fro* (9) and (10), 

^r>/xcP) j ^ « * * ( I I ) 

• constant. With an approximately 
uniform particle density In rapidity, Eq.(lO) requires K ( !7 ) linearly 
dependent on J . Experimentally, both < n <J?)> and K ( p ) vary linearly 
«lth f 2 > . 

So far, I have considered the consequences of the limit 7. » large and 
Eq.O) . In the liait A j f — M ) and using the simplifying notation, 
C1 ' 7' ÎV * C1 {f} '"" C J < ? ' ?l'p2» »<\ <*?>.« kno. that 

From 11), (12) and (13) one obtains, 
I 

In violation of (3), but in agreement with experiment (Fig.??. In ( I ) ) , the 
dependence of C- on | rf. * J? 2| na* 'wen neglected. This Implies that C_ (0) 
should be Interpreted as an average value over an interval in I ̂  « *fJ . 

At this point I would like to address the question of violation of KNO 
scaling from the point of view of pseudo-rapidity distributions. H vas 
pointed out, long ago, that a sufficient condition for asymptotic KNO scaling 
i s " : 

where [-^luttfu ) l s t n e ru*-l rapidity interval at a given energy. F rom (15), 
it Is straightforward to prove asymptotic KNO scaling. There are two 
lngrldlents In (1S> i scaling In the longitudinal variables ^,, ]fj/ }?H, and a 
possible overall growth with energy of C. (0) proportional to C. (0). 
Scaling by phase space rapidity Is presumably approximately correct : it was 
observed at ISft9) and seems to be true for the U « \[7= 546 CeV data 1 0'. It Is 
the other constraint, 

ft 

which Is badly violated at the Collider that Is In the origin of the violation 
of KNO scaling. 

This can be more easily seen by making a simple parametrlzatlon for the 
negative binomial parameter K (•?), keeping In mind the Units (3) and (1<0 : 



KCo) =C/*)/C2Co) < 18> 

and a linear dependence on V f or large j?. In (17), as rapidity scaling f / ^ H 

was assumed, Of is an energy independent constant (Of^i.ff, from \/"s = 5*»6 CeV 
data). Knowing Of and K < 7 H , S K a t a 9 i v e n energy, the curve K (J?), (17), 
can be reconstructed. This was done for too ISR energies. V 7 = 23 and 61 CeV, 
and two Collider energies, \fs" a 546 (Input) and / T = 900 CeV (Fig.2). The 
curve for V ) = 63 CeV does not substantially differs from the result of 
Ref.U) forO<1.5. 

The curves in Fig.2 do not pretend to be very accurate. The Idea is to 
Illustrate in a transparent way the source of violation of asymptotic KNO 
scaling. The parameter K ( W?H) 1» not independent of the energy (or J? H>. 
This happens because the ratio (18), C^ (0)/C2 (0), decreases rapidly with 
energy. As energy Increases» produced particles are Increasingly correlated In 
rapidity. The reduced correlations, 

R Co") = C Co) /C*eo) (is) 
K < ' 

are not constant, as required by (15) for KNO scaling, but on the contrary. 
Increase with energy. The probability Ck ( A ^ ) of producing k particles 
correlated In A»p grows faster than the probability C , k < 4 « ) of producing k 
particles independently. 

In Flg.2 Is also shown K <^> for e V annihilations at V * " = 29 C e V 1 1 ) . 
Qualitatively, the behaviour of K O f ) for small y In this cast Is not very 
different fro» the hedron collision situation. However, for the same energy or 
for the sane equivalent energy, ISR energies In any case, the reduced 
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correlations art not so strong In e e" annihilations as In pp collisions. Nor* 
1 «portant, the ratio f- (?>/'i (^> does not slMM a tendency for flattening 
at large tf (see Fig.3). Reversing the Initial argument for Independent source 
emission, one nay conclude that, at least at V » = 29 GeV and contrary lo what 
Is seen at the pp" Collider, no evidence exists for independent sourre 
emisslon In e*e~ annihilations. Particle radiation from quark and gluon Jets 
may dominate production In e e at present energies, giving place to a 
picture of multiparticle production very different from what is observed In pjî 
collisions. 

Turning back to pp collisions, without more specific assumptions no 
predictions can be made, for Instance, about the average number of clusters ami 
the rapidity width of a single cluster. It Is not even clear that, to some 
extent at least, smaller clusters In a larger number are not physically 
equivalent to bigger clusters In a small number. The near constancy of the 

3 4) average number of clusters Is, on the other hand, almost unavoidable In 
models with clusters and long range correlations (see, for Instance, Ref. (9) 
and references mentioned there). Cluster models Wt certainly successful, but 
their specific predictions do not have necessarily to be true ur even 
meaningful. 

I would like to conclude with a question that arlsed from this work : why 
are the reduced correlations C f c (0)/C. (0) increasing with energy, and what 
relation, If any, exists between this fact and the role of soft and seml-h.ird 
par tori processes in pp collisions ? 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Flq.1 : Ratios of Mueller moments r /f^, k = 2, 3, 4, as function of 
pseudorapldlty O for distributions In rapidity interval [- 9, *7) at </? - 546 
GeV. flattening at large V means emission from Independent sources. The curves 
for fi/fi and f-̂ /f- are obtained from the curve for rj"i uslrig the 
negative binomial distribution formula ffc =? (k - 1) ! [ ̂ n> / K] l t" 1<:n>. Mote 
how the linear dependence on *) , for small ^7 , of fj/f* becomes a dependence 
In <n2 for f 3/f 1. Data from (2). 

Fig.2 : The negative binomial distribution parameter K as a function of 01 ^^, 
where *#. Is the maximal vdlue of rapidity, using Eg.(17). I5R energies : 
a) / s = 23 GeV, b) v's = 6) CeV. Collider energies : c) x/1 = 546 CeV, 
d) ̂ "s = 900 CeV. The curve for e*e" was taken directly from data, Ref.Ull. 
The two ISR points are Trom Ref.(12). Nate that the violations of asymptotic 
KN0 scaling are less appearent In small rapidity Intervals. 

Fig.3 : The ratio f^fj as a funet*cn of the rapidity for e*e" Vs* = 29 
GeV. No flattening Is observed at large u . figures from Ref.JÎI) were used lo 
construct fytf-\-


